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APPLYING
PRINCIPLED CORE :
An Analysis of the Criminal Law (Amendment)
Acts of 2013 And 2018
Ankit Kaushik*

[Abstract:
a dvoca ted for a principled a pproa ch to criminal law a nd cautioned against the
unbridled criminaliza tion by our statutes, act, rules, laws a nd by-laws based on
re
surprisingly a ccura te a nd releva nt in the twenty firstt century Indian context. The
politics of criminaliza tion ha s been gradually ga ining tra ction for the better pa rt of the
seven decades since our independence. Crimina lization a s a solution ha s been etched
into the muscle memory of our state institutions to such extent tha t it ha s become a
knee jerk reaction to a ny popula r protest pushing for a change in social rea lities.
The comment prima rily examines the provisions relating to the offences of a cid attack,
the Act of 2013 a nd the Act of 2018. It concludes tha t the need of the hour, therefore, is
for the executive a nd legisla ture to systematica lly era se the muscle memory of knee jerk
to prevent such unprincipled crimina liza tion.]

I
Introduction
In his a
Is the Criminal Law a Lost Cause? 1 Andrew Ashworth
advocated for a principled approach to criminal law even as he cautions
against the unbridled criminalization by our statutes, act, rules, la ws a n d b ylaws based on political considerations. The governments
often take
2
the view that the creation of a new crime sends out a symbolic message The same
does not only lead to over criminalization and new forms of sanctions, but also
puts in place discriminatory procedural systems and leads to violation of t he
due process guarantees. He finds the descriptive distinctions between criminal
law and other laws to be highly problematic and posits that there is a need for
more principled, conceptually more coherent, and
constitutionally and politically more appropriate. 3
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Andrew Ashworth, Is Criminal La w a Lost Cause?, 116 L. Q. REV . 225-256 (2000).
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He argued in favour of four interlinked principles, which he r efer red t o a s
4 that must govern legis lat ions dea ling
with criminalization of acts or omissions:
Firstly, that criminal law should only be used for c ensuring of substantial
wrongdoings. These serious wrongdoings, ac c ording to Ashworth, must be of
such soc ial importance that its incidence must be reduced.
Secondly, that c riminal law should respec t equal treatment and proportionality.
He further explained that the divisions of law enforc ement authorities should be
ac cording to the relative seriousness of the wrongful acts or omissions in order to
properly reflec t the assessments of c ulpability.
Thirdly, the persons acc used of substantial wrongdoings must be afforded the
appropriate protections of due proc ess. These protec tions must be treated as
being an essential part of the c riminal procedure. Therefore, if a new offenc e is
c reated which c alls for a substantial maximum offenc e, diluting these protec tions
would lead to a violation of the due process princ iple.
Fourthly, punishment through maximum sentenc es should be proportionate to
the seriousness of the wrongdoing. He c alls for a revision of the maximum
penalties and sentence levels on the basis of such proportionality -based
differentiation amongst them.

He states that any derogations from the abovementioned principles should in
themselves be principled. Through this article, Ashworth hopes to get the b all
rolling on the debate about the functions of criminal law ev en a s he a ccepts
that realpolitik dictates that governments would continue to, either keep
undertaking unprincipled criminalization for the purpose of popula rity , or
would suffer from apathy with respect to such principles.
bservations, made in 1968, are surprisingly a ccurate a n d
relevant in the contemporary Indian context. The politics of criminalization has
been gradually gaining traction for the better part of the seven decades s ince
our independence. Criminalization as a solution has been etched into the
muscle memory of our state institutions to such extent t ha t it has become a
knee jerk reaction to any popular protest pushing for a change in social
realities.
In the present context, there are several instances of such knee jerk r eactions .
To illustrate, after the Supreme Court5 held the practise of t r iple tal aq t o b e
unconstitutional and arbitrary, the executive first promulgated the Triple Talaq
Ordinance of 2018 and subsequently introduced the Tripl e Ta la q Bill in t he
Parliament.6 Both these laws seek to criminalize the pronouncement of s uch
talaq by the husband. Marriage in Islam being a contract and essentially a civ il
subject; there is no requirement for such criminalization. The declaration of the
4
5
6

Id.,at 253.
Sha ya ra Bano v. Union of India , (2017) S .C.C. Online S .C. 963.
The Muslim Women (Protec tion of Rights on Marriage) Ordinanc e, 2018,
(Ordinance No. 7 of 2018), later enac ted into The Muslim Women (Protection of
Rights on Marriage) Ac t, 2019 (No. 20 of 2019).
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Supreme Court holding such talaq to be invalid is enough to tackle t he s ocial
menace; any legislation introduced should have constrained itself to the
. However, through t he a t tempts a t
criminalizing the talaq, it becomes clear that the aim of the executive is t o look
tough on a social evil against women belonging to the min ority r eligion. 7 In
essence, the issue has been used as a political weapon 8 and the populist
rhetoric is dominating the debate on criminalization of a civil wrongdoing.9
An example of legislative overreach through excessive criminaliz ation is t he
judicial treatment of those juveniles aged between 16-1 8 a nd a ccused of t he
commission of heinous offences as adults under the Juvenile Justice (Care a nd
Protection) Act, 2015 (hereinafter referred to as the Act of 2015). The
circumstances for the introduction of this provision require some elaboration .
In December 2012, a 23 years old woman was brutally gangraped in a moving
bus in Delhi. She succumbed to her injuries a few days later. The incident led
to nationwide protests against the state inaction and inability to curb the rising
incidences of sexual assault against women. One of the rapists was a j uven ile
and could only be prosecuted under the more lenient criminal procedure
under the Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection) Act of 2002 (hereinafter
referred to as the Act of 2002) the purpose of which w as r eforma tiona l a nd
rehabilitative.
offen der
was scheduled to be released, nationwide protests against the release er upted
spontaneously.
A challenge to constitutionality of the provisions of the Act of 2002 in the
Supreme Court was rejected; leading to much hue and cry by the protestors. It
was in this context that the parliament enacted the Act of 2 0 1 5 a llowin g for
juveniles to be tried as adults. In truth, the reformationa l a nd r ehabilitative
character of the Act of 2002 had been defeated much before the 2012 Delhi
Gang Rape case by the extremely poor implementation of the statutory
provisions.10
the subject of legislative debate and
deliberation, rather, all juvenile offenders aged 16-18 and charged with
heinous offences were painted with the same brush and treated as being
incapable of reformation.
The 2012 Delhi Gang rape case mentioned above, also gave impetus to a series
of reforms relating to the Indian Penal Code,1860 (hereinafter referred to as IPC);
Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 (hereinafter referred to as CrPC) and the Indian
7
8
9

10

Jyoti Punwani, Triple Ta laq Judgment a nd After, 54(17) 14 EPW 12-16 (2018).
Id., a t 12.
Flavia Agnes, The Politics Behind the Crimina liza tion of Triple Ta laq, 53(1) EPW 12
(2018).
As evident from the S upreme Court judgments in the c ase of Sheela Barse v. Union
of India , 1986 S .C.A.L.E. (2) 230; Sampurna Behura v. Union of India , (2 0 1 1 ) 9 S . C . C .
801; In Re: Exploita tion of Children in Orphanages in the Sta te of Ta mil Nadu, (2010) 15
S CC 210; S ee also Delhi High Court judgment in the c ase of - Court on its own
motion v. Department of Women and Child Development, Govt. of N.C.T. of Delhi, 2013
(3) R.C.R. (Criminal) 362.
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Evidence Act (hereinafter referred to as IEA), 1872 in the for m of t h e Cr iminal
Law (Amendment) Act, 2013 (hereinafter referred to as the Act of 2013). More
recently, post the Unnao rape case and the Kathua rape cas e, t he pr ovis ions
were further amended vide the Criminal Law (Amendment) Act, 2018
(hereinafter referred to as the Act of 2018). This comment seeks to examine in
detail the application of Ash
ipled core
to these amendments.
The second part of this paper gauges the Acts of 2013 & 2018 against the
their evaluation against the principle.

II
This section of the comment will examine the provisions relating to the
offences of acid attack, sexual harassment and r ape through the lens of
Ashworth s arguments as amended by the Act of 20 1 3 a n d t h e Act of 20 1 8.
This examination shall also be aided by the recommendat ions of t h e Jus tice
Verma Committee Report on Amendments to Criminal Law 11 which may serve
as a reasoned reference point for the purpose of our discussion.

Provisions Relating to Acid Attack
Acid attack was a menace that required state intervention in order to b e dea lt
with effectively. The same was also recommended by the Justice Verma
Committee in 2017.12 Prior to the amendment, the in ciden ts of a cid a t tacks
were dealt with under section 325 of IPC under the offence of grievous hurt. It
was felt that the same was inadequate given that the term grievous hurt
between
the attempt to cause grievous hurt and causing grievous hurt and lastly, t here
was no provision for fine towards the medical expenses incurred by the victim.
Keeping the above in mind, the offence of Acid Attack was introduced vide the
Act of 2013 by insertion of section 326A and 326B in the IPC. The primary a im
here seems to be two-fold firstly to prevent the commission of or attempts of
acid attacks through deterrence and secondly, to allow for restorative j ustice
through fine for payment towards medical expenses.
These provisions seem to be in line with the second, third and fourth principles
of Ashworth. They treat those accused of acid attacks equally a nd no s pecial
provision with respect to such treatment has been provided, except t h at t he
fine recovered from the accused shall be used towards com pens ation t o t he
victim. The accused are entitled to all protections afforded under the CrPC, the
IEA and the Constitution of India. Given that the victims of acid attacks oft en
11

12

Justic e J.S . Verma Committee, Report of the Committee on Amendments to Criminal
Law, Jan. 23, 2017 (hereinafter referred to as the Justic e Verma Committee ).
Id., at 146.
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have to face life long problems emanating from disability; disfigurement;
maiming or burns, prima facie, the punishment imposed seems to be
proportional to the gravity of the offence and is in line with the
recommendation of the Justice Verma Committee.
However, with respect to the first principle of Ashworth, ev en t hough a cid
attacks amount to substantial wrongdoings which are of social importance and
require their incidence to be kept in check, there are other cr ime pr evention
strategies available to the state which
en utilized for the purpose. To
exemplify, instead of executive or legislative action, it was the Supreme Cour t
which issued guidelines that imposed regulations on the sale of acid13 in 2 0 14.
Even these regulations have not been enforced and various kinds of a cids a re
still available for sale.14 If crime prevention was indeed the aim, t hen t he b a n
on the sale of acid should have been brought in conjunction with section 3 2 6A
and section 328B or it should have been enforced strictly and effectively, on ce
the Supreme Court mandated the same.

Provisions Relating to Sexual Harassment
Prior to the Act of 2013, sexual harassment was dealt with under sections 2 9 4,
354 and 509 of the IPC. The term, in and of itself
in
the IPC. Of these sections, section 354 was invoked largely in the cases of
attempt to rape whereas section 294 and 509 provided for lenient punishments
of three months and one year respectively.
within their ambit other offences such as eve-teasing, stalking and voyeurism.
In order to deal with these issues, sections 354A, B, C and D were inserted into
the IPC.
Given that the Sexual Harassment at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition a nd
Redressal) Bill of 2012 had then been pending before the parliament, Jus t ice
Verma committee had recommended that section 354 should b e a mended t o
15 which would cover w ith in its a mbit
create
sexual harassment as well.16 However, these recommendations were discarded
by the legislature and sexual harassment was criminalized through the
insertion of section 354A even as section 354 remained un-amended.
This has led to a great degree of ambiguity thereby violating the second
principle of equal treatment. A substantial amount of leeway has been
provided to the prosecution and law enforcement agencies to cherry pick
between the offences of assault with the intent t o outra ge t he modesty of
women under section 354, sexual harassment under section 354A, insulting the
modesty of women under section 509 and obscenity under section 2 9 4 when
13
14

15
16

Laxmi v. Union of India , (2014) 4 S .C.C. 427, paras. 7-11, 15.
Mayank Manhora,
, LIVEMINT, Jan. 2, 2015,
available
at
https://www.livemint.com/Politic s/XOaeIxBzUFfZ0IY7INzlPJ/Ac idsales-in-Delhis-retail-market-c ontinue.html. (last visited Apr. 20, 2019).
Supra note 16, at 112.
Id., at 436.
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dealing with a particular offence. In essence, an accused capable of influencing
the agencies directly or indirectly might be able t o get a way with a ligh ter
punishment under section 509 or section 294 even as those incapable of s uch
exercising such influence may suffer the harsher penalty of law under s ection
354 and section 354A.
Similar leeway has been given to the prosecution and law enforcement
agencies with respect to sections 354 and section 354B. While it may seem t hat
section 354 is general whereas section 354B is specific, on closer examination it
can be observed that the use criminal force or assault w ith t he inten tion of
insulting the modesty of women covers within its ambit, the use of such for ce
for disrobing the women. In this regard, it is pertinent to note that t he Justice
Verma committee had indeed recommended the insertion of section 354B, b ut
it had also recommended for the amendment of section 354 to create a separate
17 While the latter recommendation was ignored by
offence for
the legislators, the former was accepted thereby leading to a gr ea t degree of
ambiguity allowing for arbitrariness of the nature mentioned in the preceding
paragraph. This too consists in
equal treatment.
Moreover, the definition of sexual harassment under section 354A is in
parimateria with the definition of sexual harassment under the Sexual
Harassment at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal) Act of 2013.
While the Justice Verma committee had recommen ded t he r etention of t h e
definition in its present form for the purpose of the Sexual Harassment Act,18 it
had not recommended the creation of a penal offence for the same. But the
legislature in its wisdom used the same definition for the purpose of s ect ion
354A. The definition is unfit for any criminal legislation given that it uses

anywhere and require interpretation. This ambiguity a nd v agueness in t he
definition allows for the circumvention of the due process gua rantees t o t he
accused under the CrPC and IEA in so far as the language of t h es e t erms is
likely to be institutionally (as opposed to judicially) interpreted in favour of the
victim and against the accused thereby violating the third principle of
Ashworth.
Another violation of the equal treatment principle of Ashworth is with respect
to section 42 of the Protection of Children from Sexual Offences Act of 2 0 1 2
(hereinafter referred to as the POCSO Act) (amended vide the Act of 2013)
which states that where the offences pertain to section 354 A-D amongst
others, the accused shall be liable under the provision which provides for
greater punishment. In effect the accused is subject to dual procedures w hen
the offence is committed against the minor. The definition of sexual
harassment under section 11 of the POCSO Act is far more inclusive t hat t he
17
18

Supra note 20.
Id.,at 130.
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definition of sexual harassment under section 354A given that it covers
offences under sections 354C, 354D and 509 within its ambit. The act goes on to
state that in the event of inconsistencies, the provisions of the POCSO Act shall
have an over-riding effect. While this may resolve procedural inconsistencies
to some extent, it cannot address the substantive inconsistencies of t he for m
mentioned above. The accused can still be subjected to two distinct penal
systems, the aims of which are very distinct from each other.
Finally, there is also ambiguity with respect to how the legislature a r rived a t
the sentencing under sections 354 A-D. As pe
sentencing must always be proportional to the crime. Justice Verma committee
recommended a minimum sentence of one year for the offence of stalking
under section 354D.19However, section 354A and Section 354D do not provide
for any minimum sentencing whereas section 354B and section 35 4C provide
for the minimum sentence of three years. Even the maximum sentence s eems
disproportionate, given that section 354A and section 354D provide for a
maximum sentence of three years whereas section 354B and section 354C
provide for a maximum sentence of seven years.
No reasoning whatsoever has been provided for such disproportionality in
punishment under the offences. However, the sentencing itself seems to imply
that the legislature considers the offences of sexual harassment and stalking a s
less substantial wrongdoings than the offences of ass ault w ith t he inten t of
disrobing a woman and voyeurism. Moreover, if a s s ault w it h t he in tent of
disrobing under section 354B is a substantial offence, the same is inconsistent
with the fact that assault with the intent of outraging the modesty of w oma n
under section 354 carries a lighter sentence even when the latter largely
includes the former. These internal inconsistencies violate the fourth principle
of Ashworth. Clearly, the legislature has no measure or s t andard y ardstick
upon which the proportionality of sentencing is to be judged.

III
Provisions Relating to Rape
Aggravated Rape and Aggravated Penetrative Sexual Assault:
As noted above, provisions relating to rape have been subject to many
amendments but only after nationwide protests. The protests after the Mathura
rape case20 led to the enactment of the Criminal Law (Amendment) Act , 1 9 83
(hereinafter referred to as the Act of 1983) which created the offence of
. The same can be said to be in violation of the equal
treatment principle of Ashworth by creating a differ entia tion between t he
commission of the same offence by accused under differ ent circumstances.
Further differentiation has been created between a police officer who commits
19
20

Supra note 16 at 437.
Tukara m v. Sta te of Ma ha ra shtra , (1979) 2 S .C.C. 143.
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the offence within the jurisdiction of the police station and one w ho com mits
rape outside the jurisdiction of the police station at which he is posted.
This gradation is diluted if the accused is charged with aggravated penetrative
sexual assault under section 5 of the POCSO Act. If rape by a police officia l is
considered to be a substantial wrongdoing requiring a differen t ca tegory of
offence, then the jurisdiction of such police officer should be immaterial for the
purpose of section 376(2) of the IPC and such provision would be in violation
Paradoxically, if it is not a substantial
he
creation of such offence would nevertheless
principle.
Further, several terms used in section 376(2) as inserted by the Act of 2013 such

undefined in the Indian legal framework and require much interpretation. Any
legislation criminalizing a particular act or omission cannot afford to be vague
or ambiguous. Both the harm principle and the culpability pr in ciple r equire
the offender make a rational choice regarding such conduct or omission. Th is
rationality cannot be exercised until and unless the act or omission under t h e
offence is clearly defined. Therefore, as far as these terms are interpreted
against the accused, these would be in violation of the due proces s pr inciple
forwarded by Ashworth.

Consent and Burden of Proof
The Act of 1983 also shifted the burden of proof with respect to consent on t he
accused under section 114 of the IEA. The shifting the burden of pr oof w ith
respect to consent also violates the third principle of Ashworth which requires
that the where the creation of new offences calls for a substa ntial m aximum
offence, the protection afforded by the procedure should not be whittled
down. Presumption of innocence of the accused is one such protection offer ed
in an adversarial system such as ours. The penalty under the offence of
aggravated rape is substantial given that the maximum penalty is
Therefore, diluting the principle of burden of proof would violate the due
process requirements of Ashworth under his third principle.

Marital Rape Exemption
If rape itself is considered to be a substantial offence, then there is n o r ea son
whatsoever to differentiate between the rape committed by a man on a
woman and a husband on a wife. Yet this is precisely what the exception 2 to
section 375 seeks to do.
s second principle
which requires that the policies must reflect the pr oper a s sessm ents of t h e
culpable wrongs involved. The culpable wrong here being rape, an exception
allowing for a husband to have penetrative sexual intercourse or perform a ny
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of the sexual acts mentioned in section 375 without the consent of wife would
be in violation of the second principle of Ashworth.
Further, before the Supreme Court judgment in the case of Independent Thought
v. Union of India,21 the exception allowed for sexual intercourse b y a husband
with his wife not being under fifteen years of age. If clause six th ly of s ect ion
375 deems a woman under the age of eighteen to be unable to give consen t, it
is hardly a sustainable argument that a married woman under the age of
eighteen has the ability to give such consent. Even though this differentiati on
d the age of consent under cla use
sixthly from sixteen to eighteen, thereby assenting to the stipulated
differentiation.
recommendation that a marital relations hip b etween t he a ccused a n d t he
victim should not be a valid defence in the case of underage sexual
intercourse.22 As evident from the above, this differ entiation in cr eation of
offence violates the second principle of equal treatment as well.

Sentencing under Section 376(1)
The Verma Committee report had recommended that the minimum penalty for
the offence under section 376(1) should be seven years whereas the maximum
should be life imprisonment.23 The same was accepted by the legislature a nd
Act of 2013 incorporated the penalty on such terms. However, the Act of 2 0 1 8
increased the minimum penalty to ten years while r eta in ing t h e m aximum
penalty at imprisonment for life. If both the Verma Committee and the
legislature in 2013 found that the minimum penalty of seven years was
proportional to the gravity of the offence and there is no empirical evidence t o
support the hypothesis that the gravity of the offence of rape or the substantial
wrongdoing of the offence increased in the preceding five years, then the
increased sentencing under the Act of 2018 would be in violation of the four t h
principle of Ashworth requiring sentencing to be proportional to the offence.

Sentencing under Sections 376(2), 376(3), 376(AB), 376(DA) and 376(DB)
The clause sixthly of section 375 declares any activity of the kind mentioned in
section 375 with or without the consent of woman under the a ge of eight een
years to be rape. The Act of 2013 punished the offence of s ex ua l int ercours e
with a woman under the age of sixteen with a minimum sentence of ten y ea rs
natural life under section 372(2)(i). The same was in line with t he s en tencing
recommendations of the Justice Verma Committee.24The same act introduced
the offence of gangrape of a woman under section 376D which imposed a
minimum punishment of twenty years extending upto imprison ment for t he
r
21
22
23
24

(2017) S .C.C. Online S .C. 1222.
Supra note 16 at 113-118.
Id.,at 440.
Id.,at 441.
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The Act of 2018 however, removed the offence of rape of a woman under
sixteen years of age from the ambit of section 376(2) and created a new
category under section 376(3) mandating the punishment for the same as
minimum of twenty years and a maximum of imprisonment for the remainder
woman under twelve years of age under section 376(AB) w hich posited t he
minimum punishment at twenty years and a maximum punishment of
A third category was created by the Act of 2018 through section 3 76 (DB) for
gangrape of a woman under sixteen years of age under which t he m inimum
and maximum punishment is of imprisonment of a person for the remainder of
his natural life. A fourth category was created under section 3 7 6(DB) for t h e
gangrape of a girl under twelve years of age which provided for the minimum
punishment of imprisonment for life and a maximum punishment of death.
These gradations had neither been recommended by the Justice Verma
committee nor were they considered or deliberated by the legis lature w hile
enacting the Act of 2013. To understand what gave impetus to creation of these
gradations, it pertinent to briefly mention the circumstances which led t o t he
Act of 2018.
In July 2017, a 17-year-old girl was allegedly gangraped by a s itting MLA of
the BJP25 amongst others. The victim tried to immolate herself in fr ont of t he
false case at the behest of the accused. Her father died in judicial custody s oon
after.
In January 2018, an eight -year-old girl was abducted, raped and killed in
Kathua district of Jammu and Kashmir. The accused received support from the
sitting ministers of BJP and protests were held against their arrest. Th e s a me
led to a nationwide outrage against the rape and murder as well as the support
of the accused by the ministers.
In both the cases, the involvement of the BJP personnel did not bode
favourably for the BJP government at the centre following which the Criminal
Law (Amendment) Ordinance was first promulgated in April 2018 and
subsequently the Act of 2018 was passed by the Parliament. In line with
he Act of 2018 is another classic example of a
government wanting to seem tough on crime for reasons of political
expediency.
The gradations created by the Act of 2018 have no other purpose than t he one
mentioned above. They have no reasonable nexus with the proportionality of
the crime given that the much lesser punishment is provided for un der t he
POCSO Act which was specifically enacted to act as a deterrent t o underage

25

Bharatiya Janata Party. A national party of the Republic of India, currently in
power at the Centre.
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sexual assault. There is also little empirical evidence that harsher punishments
lead to better deterrence. Therefore, on these grounds, these gradations violate
nality of sentence to the gravity of the
offence.

IV
Conclusion
It can be concluded from the abovementioned discussion t ha t t he n eed for
Ashw
pertinent today despite geographical, spatial
and contextual differences. That the governments regularly use the
criminalization of offences as a weapon of political advantage can be hardly be
questioned. The same has immense implications upon the criminal law
jurisprudence which requires a set of principles in order to be effect ive. Such
over criminalization of acts and omissions has a dilutive effect , b ot h for t he
principle of deterrence as well as the principle of reformation and
rehabilitation.
To exemplify, the punishment of death for the rape of a girl under twelve years
of age may spell doom for the girl who might be murdered by her rapis t pos t
the rape; given that the penalty for murder and rape is t he s a me. Secondly,
harsher punishment may deter the parents of the underage girl from reporting
the offence if the rape is committed by someone who is known to or is r ela ted
to the victim. Thirdly, the courts in themselves may tend to acquit the accus ed
rather than subject them to a harsh punishment, if t h e court feels t hat t he
punishment for the offence is disproportionate to the gravity of the offence.
It is the need of the hour, therefore, for the executive and legislature to
systematically erase the muscles memory of kn ee j er k cr imin aliza tion a nd
such unprincipled criminalization.

